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  Earnings downsides 

 

 Ample supply of distressed assets.  

 Potential 10-15% shortfall to cash collection target of Bt15-17bn. 

 To issue Bt25bn debenture to secure LT funding over 2020-21F. 

 Some earnings downsides but not dividend. 

 

We joined BAM’s analyst meeting this morning. Tone was slightly bearish on 

slower cash collection due to impact from Covid-19 and increasing tax burden. 

Meanwhile, BAM’s NPL acquisition target is not a challenge. We see pressure to 

our earnings forecast. Since BAM is aiming to maintain absolute DPS from 2019, 

we see limited downsides to our TP of Bt25. 

 BAM bought Bt4.9bn NPL in 1Q20. There is ample supply of distressed asset 

into the market. This is despite NPL from Covid-19 crisis is expected to feed 

through from 4Q20. 

 Right now, around Bt40bn of distressed asset is available in the market. This 

comprises housing loans and SME loans of which 80-90% of collateral is still 

housing. BAM is doing due diligent around 38% of what is now up on sales. 

The company maintains NPL acquisition target of Bt15bn. 

 With weak economy, impact of Covid-19 and a halt of public auction process, 

cash collection is slower than planned in 2Q20. Meanwhile, BAM is launching 

special campaign via its website to rush liquidation of around Bt3.3bn assets 

at pricing discount of around 5-15%. BAM management also shares that 

market NPL prices have also come down around 10-20%. 

 Still under review as BAM would like to see how activities are going to pick up 

in 2H20 after the lockdown has eased and a resumption of public auction via 

legal execution department in early June. The best case is that BAM could be 

able to deliver cash collection target of Bt15-17bn while shortfall of 10-15% 

from the target looks likely to be the base case scenario. Even so, BAM see 

no liquidity problem as it believes it can keep net D/E of below 2.5x covenant.  

 BAM is timing the right period to issue debentures to secured long term 

funding. The plan is to issue total of Bt25bn over 2020-21. 

 Despite expectation of rising supply of distressed assets from Covid-19 

impact from 4Q20, BAM does not want to over expand so asset growth would 

remain in a range of 5-10%. This is due to long cash generation cycle of 

around 7-10 years. Meanwhile, it is willing to raise dividend payout ratio to 

sustain absolute DPS of Bt1.05 in 2019. 

 We see downsides to our earnings on slower NPA sales and rising tax 

burden. Corporate tax rate of 8% was not set the trend for remaining of the 

year. That being said, there is only 5% upside to our Bt25 TP. 

Key Valuations 

Y/E Dec (Bt m) 2019A 2020F 2021F 2022F 

Pre Prov. Profit  6,347  5,255  6,057  6,951  

Net profit 6,549  4,584  5,218  5,924  

Norm net profit  6,549  4,584  5,218  5,924  

Norm EPS (Bt) 2.2  1.4  1.6  1.8  

Norm EPS gr (%) 25.3  (36.9) 13.8  13.5  

Norm PE (x) 10.5  16.6  14.6  12.8  

P/BV (x) 2.0  1.7  1.7  1.6  

Div. yield (%) 4.5  4.5  4.5  5.1  

ROE (%) 16.6  11.3  11.7  12.7  

ROA (%) 5.9  4.0  4.5  4.9  
     
Source: Thanachart estimates 
 

Stock Data 

Closing price (Bt) 23.40  

Target price (Bt) 25.00  

Market cap (US$ m) 2,376  

Avg daily turnover (US$ m) 145.89  

12M H/L price (Bt) 32.50/15.60 

 

Price Performance 
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General Disclaimers And Disclosures:   
 

This report is prepared and issued by Thanachart Securities Public Company Limited (TNS) as a resource only for clients of TNS, 
Thanachart Capital Public Company Limited (TCAP) and its group companies. Copyright © Thanachart Securities Public Company 
Limited. All rights reserved. The report may not be reproduced in whole or in part or delivered to other persons without our written 
consent.  
 

This report is prepared by analysts who are employed by the research department of TNS. While the information is from sources 
believed to be reliable, neither the information nor the forecasts shall be taken as a representation or warranty for which TNS or TCAP 
or its group companies or any of their employees incur any responsibility. This report is provided to you for informational purposes only 
and it is not, and is not to be construed as, an offer or an invitation to make an offer to sell or buy any securities. Neither TNS, TCAP 
nor its group companies accept any liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss arising from any use of this report or its 
contents.  
 

The information and opinions contained herein have been compiled or arrived at from sources believed reliable. However, TNS, TCAP 
and its group companies make no representation or warranty, express or implied, as to their accuracy or completeness. Expressions of 
opinion herein are subject to change without notice. The use of any information, forecasts and opinions contained in this report shall be 
at the sole discretion and risk of the user.   
 

TNS, TCAP and its group companies perform and seek to perform business with companies covered in this report. TNS, TCAP, its 
group companies, their employees and directors may have positions and financial interest in securities mentioned in this report. TNS, 
TCAP or its group companies may from time to time perform investment banking or other services for, or solicit investment banking or 
other business from, any entity mentioned in this report. Therefore, investors should be aware of conflict of interest that may affect the 
objectivity of this report.   
 

Note: Thanachart Securities Public Company Limited act as a Market Maker and Derivative Warrants Issuer. At present, TNS has 
issued 71 Derivative Warrants which are  ADVA16C2005A, AWC16C2005A, BGRI16C2005A, CKP16C2005A , CPN16C2005A, 
INTU16C2005A, KBAN16C2005A, RS16C2005A, SCC16C2005A, S5016C2006A, S5016C2006B, S5016C2006C, S5016P2006A, 
S5016P2006B, S5016P2006C, AMAT16C2006A, BBL16C2006A, BCH16C2006A, BDMS16C2006A, BEM16C2006A, BJC16C2006A, 
CK16C2006A, CPAL16C2006A, EA16C2006A, IVL16C2006A, PTTG16C2006A, STEC16C2006A, WHA16C2006A, ADVA16C2007A, 
AOT16C2007A, AWC16C2007A, CKP16C2007A, CPAL16C2007A, CPF16C2007A, GPSC16C2007A, GULF16C2007A, 
INTU16C2007A, KCE16C2007A, MTC16C2007A, AMAT16C2008A, BTS16C2008A, CBG16C2008A, COM716C2008A, EA16C2008A, 
HANA16C2008A, IRPC16C2008A, KBAN16C2008A, OSP16C2008A, PTT16C2008A, RATC16C2008A, SAWA16C2008A, 
SCB16C2008A, TASC16C2008A ,TKN16C2008A , TOP16C2008A ,WHA16C2008A, ADVA16C2009A, AOT16C2009A, 
BCPG16C2009A, CHG16C2009A, DTAC16C2009A, INTU16C2009A, IVL16C2009A, MEGA16C2009A, PTG16C2009A, 
PTTE16C2009A, STEC16C2009A, S5016P2006D, S5016C2006D, S5016C2006E, S5016P2006E (underlying securities are ADVANC, 
AMATA, AOT, AWC, BBL, BCH, BDMS, BEM, BGRIM, BJC, BTS, CBG, CHG, CK, CKP, COM7, CPALL, CPF, CPN, DTAC, EA, 
GPSC, GULF, INTUCH, IVL, KBANK, KCE, MEGA, MTC, OSP, PTG, PTT, PTTEP, PTTGC, RATCH, RS, SAWAD, SCB, SCC, STEC, 
TASCO, TKN, TOP, WHA, SET50 Index).  Since TNS covers those underlying securities in research report, consequently TNS incurs 
conflicts of interest. Moreover, Investors are advised to carefully review the details and information in the prospectus before making 
investment decisions. 
 

Note: Thanachart Securities has an indirect financial interest in Ratchthani Leasing Pcl (THANI). Thanachart Securities Pcl is a 
subsidiary of Thanachart Capital Pcl (TCAP) which holds more than 56% of the shareholding in Ratchthani Leasing Pcl (THANI). 
 

Note: Thanachart Capital Public Company Limited (TCAP), TMB Bank Public Company Limited (TMB), are related companies to 
Thanachart Securities Public Company Limited (TNS). Thanachart Securities Pcl is a subsidiary of Thanachart Capital Pcl (TCAP) 
which holds 20.1% of the shareholding in TMB Bank Pcl. 
 

Thanachart Capital Public Company Limited (TCAP), Ratchthani Leasing Public Company Limited (THANI), TMB Public Company 
Limited, MBK PUBLIC COMPANY LIMITED (MBK) and PATUM RICE MILL AND GRANARY PUBLIC COMPANY LIMTED (PRG ) are 
related companies to Thanachart Securities Public Company Limited (TNS) . Since TNS covers those securities in research report, 
consequently TNS incurs conflicts of interest. 
 

Recommendation Structure:  
 
Recommendations are based on absolute upside or downside, which is the difference between the target price and the current 
market price. If the upside is 10% or more, the recommendation is BUY. If the downside is 10% or more, the recommendation is 
SELL. For stocks where the upside or downside is less than 10%, the recommendation is HOLD. Unless otherwise specified, 
these recommendations are set with a 12-month horizon. Thus, it is possible that future price volatility may cause a temporary 
mismatch between upside/downside for a stock based on the market price and the formal recommendation. 
For sectors, an “Overweight” sector weighting is used when we have BUYs on majority of the stocks under our coverage by 
market cap. “Underweight” is used when we have SELLs on majority of the stocks we cover by market cap. “Neutral” is used 
when there are relatively equal weightings of BUYs and SELLs. 


